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STAY ON TRACK

Keeping you up to date with the latest happenings at Grab

December 2017

WHAT’S NEW?
Introducing My Destination
To help maximise your earnings on the road, we have launched a new feature in your
Grab Driver app that matches you with passengers heading in the same general direction,
while on your journey home. Try it today!

Monthly Top Rated Partners
Tan Chee L
I will make an extra effort to inform my riders of my ETA to the pickup
point, especially on GrabShare rides where I might need to pick up 2
different riders.

Chia Boon M
I take the initiative to help my riders with their luggage or heavy loads.
Riders appreciate it whenever I offer assistance even when they don’t
require it.

Lim Teck C
I try to stay calm and cool always. I believe that there are 86400 seconds
in a day and we should make every second counts.

Visit grb.to/TopRated to find more about our Top 50 Rated Partners in November.

GRABBENINGS
Did you know that we recently held a Drive-In Movie Night?
Partners and their loved ones spent the night under the stars watching a screening of
"Ah Boys to Men 3 ", playing carnival games, and enjoying foods and drinks.
The event was also the launch of the Grab Better 365 project.

What is the Better 365 project?
The Better 365 project is a commitment made by Grab to improve the lives of our
driver-partners. Thanks to all valuable feedback gathered from you, Grab has been able to
develop initiatives that look to further improve the Grab Experience, 365 days a year.

TIP OF THE MONTH
Did you know partners are now able to rate their satisfaction for the trip?
You can do it after your ride is completed or even at the end of the day!

GOT LOBANG?
Apply for the Shell Value Care Card with petrol savings of up to 17%.
Visit Grab to apply @ 28 Sin Ming Lane, #01-143, Midview City.

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
Come celebrate your birthday with Grab!
From January 2018 onwards, all GrabCar Partners will receive a gift from Grab on your
birthday month. So hurry and fill up the form at grb.to/gcbirthday to not miss it out!
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